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Abstract: Illicit Drug Economies Predominantly Emerge In Countries And Regions Of Conflicts, Political Instability And Weak Governance. The Interrelation And The Mutual Impact Of These Phenomena Have Become Evident. Drugs And Conflict Represent A Serious Obstacle To All Development Efforts In The Affected Areas. Indians Still Live In The Countryside Adds To The Importance Of Recent Findings About The Extent Of Substance Abuse (Including Injecting Drug Use) In The Rural Areas. The Process Of Industrialization Has Itself Contributed New And Cheaper Pharmaceutical Drugs Widely Abused By The Poor And Unemployed. At The Same Time, Recent Rapid Economic Growth (In The Region Of 8%) Has Created Pockets Of Affluence Which Propels A Market For The Sorts Of “Designer Drugs” More Commonly Consumed In Western Countries. The Fact That India Is The World’s Largest Producer Of Licit Opium Gum Opium Has, Despite Strict Controls, Meant That Some Portion Of This Product Is Liable To Diversion By Unscrupulous Farmers Adding To The Availability Of Drugs On The Market. The Concrete Numbers Of People Addicted To Drugs And The Crimes And Health Issues Related To Drug Abuse Clearly Shows That It Is Necessary For States All Over The World To Take Action Against This Illicit Drug Trade. Also On The International Level, Instruments Need To Be Provided To Allow The States To Take Necessary Action Against Drug Abuse And Drug Trade. One Of The Transnational Crimes Related To Drug Abuse Is The Illicit Trade In Drugs By Sea. Paper Elaborated, Significantly Within The Drugs And Development Community. The Connection Of Drug Problems To Governance Aspects Has Become Another Important Matter Of Debate. Therefore, The Present Publication Takes The Recent Discourse On Conflict And Governance Related Analysis Into Account And Gives First Recommendations For National Drug Control Policies As Well As National Development Cooperation.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
India Contains 17% Of The World’s People, Yet It Accounts For Only 2% Of Its Gdp And 1% Of Its Trade. Poverty Remains Pervasive – India Is Still Home To 260-290 Million Poor. Per Capita Income Growth Has Been Slow And There Is A Great Unevenness In The Distribution Of Income. These Conditions, Together With The Geographic Location Of India Between The World’s Two Largest Producers Of Illicit Opium, And The Breakdown Of Traditional Social Capital Resulting, In Part, From Large-Scale Rural-To-Urban Migration And Its Attendant Modernization Influences, Have All Contributed To The Rise In Drug Abuse In Recent Years. Nonetheless, The Fact That Most (70%).

1.1 Drug Trafficking In India:
There Are Millions Of Persons Addicted To Drugs Including Heroin, Opium, Cocaine Etc. This Involves Carrying Drugs From One Country To Another Country Or From One City To Another City, And Their Distribution To Addicts. The Need Of Organization, Contracts, And Large Sums Of Money Puts The Business Outside The Reach Of Most Individuals And Small Criminal Groups. These Addicts Get Their Supplies From “Pimps”. Who Get Them From Organized Fact That Police Knows The Gangs Engaged In These Activities, Because They Are Fixed Up, Nobody Get Arrested.

While Ganja Consumption Has Always Been Widespread On Campuses, More Expensive Drugs Like Cocaine And Heroin Are Also Finding Their Way In To Colleges, They Snort It Smoke It, Inject It And Now Have Begun To Sell It. Peddle Seems To Have Become A Means For College Students To Make Easy Money, With Drug Suppliers In Increasingly Engaging Them As “Agents” To Sell The Contraband On College Campuses. The Students Are Given 25% Of The Money Or Drugs Free Of Cost, Say Intelligence Sources.
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Previously Area Like Thiruvottiyur, Thiru Vika Park, Saidapat And Egmore Were Notorious For Peddling, To Beat The Law Enforcing Authorities, The Student Peddlers Operate Through Social Networking Sites And Mobile Phones To Reach Their Clients. Some Of Them Even Drop Out Of College To Take Up Peddling As A Full Time Business, Because It Is Quite Lucrative It Is Hard To Nab Them As Rarely Get Tip-Offs from Students, “Said A Narcotic Control Bureau (Ncb) Officer.

In An Unsettling Trend, Colleges Are Fast Turning Into Hotspots For The City’s Underground Drug Dealings, Say Intelligence Sources. Educational Institutions Have Always Been Praying Grounds For The Drug Mafia, But With Law Enforcement Agencies Stepping Up Vigilance At Various Vulnerable Spots; Drug Suppliers Have Found A Way To Hood Wink Officials By Using Students As Peddlers. While Ganja And Psychotropic Drugs Are The Most Widely Circulated Senior Narcotics Control Bureau Officials Say More Expensive Drugs Like Cocaine And Heroin Are Also Finding Their Way On To Campuses. “Many Students In Elite Colleges Are From Well-Off Back Grounds And Can Afford To Shell Out A Fortune To Buy Expensive Drugs Like Cocaine, Which Cost As Much As 3,000 A Gram, Said Manoj Kumar, Assist Directed, Ncb.

“The Peddlers Check The Person’s Back Ground Before He Gives Him Or Her Drugs. Sometimes They Deliver It At The Students Door Step After The Payment Is Made Online “Said Rishab (Name Changed) A Student Of A College In Kancheepuram District, Rishab, A Former Drug Addict And An “Agent”, Said He Sold Ketamine, Marijuana And Cocaine To Make Quick Money “The Drug Created Havoc On My Body And I Was Forced To Go Rehab, During My Rehabilitation Session. I Was Made To Realize That It Wasn’t Just Are Who Was Bearing The Brunt Of The Abuse, But Scores Of Other Students As Well, “He Said”.

Trafficking Definition:- The Selling Or Involvement In Commercial Activity Of Something For Which Commercial Activity Is Unlawful.

1.2 Criminal Definition Of Drug Trafficking:--

Criminal Laws Defines Drug Trafficking As Knowingly Being In Possession, Manufacturing, Selling, Purchasing Or Delivering An Illegal, Controlled Substance. Thus Drug Trafficking Laws Cover Many Different Stages In A Drug Transaction, And Not Just The Actual Sales. Drug Trafficking Is One Of The Most Serious Criminal, Offenses And Usually Results In 1st Degree Felony Charges.

1.3. Why College Students Turn To Drugs The High Rates Of Drug Abuse Among College Students Can Be Attributed To A Number Of Factors, Including:

- Stress:-As Students Are Facing The High Demands Of Course Work. Part Time Jobs. Intern Ship, Social Obligations And More, Many Turn To Drugs As A Way Tocope.
- Course Load:-More Students Than Ever Are Taking Stimulants, Such As Adder All, To Help Them Stay Awake Long Enough To Study Or Complete Assignments By Their Due Dates All Too Often, These Prescription Drugs Are Obtained Without A Legitimate Prescription.
- Curiosity:-College Students Are Exploring Many New Aspects Of Their Lives In Personal And Professional Realms. It’s Not Uncommon For That Self-Exploration To Dip In To Drug Experimentation. Peer Pressure:-College Students Who Are Surrounded By Other People Experimenting With Recreational And Performance-Enhancing Drugs Are More Likely To Try These Substances For Themselves.

1. Objectives Of The Study:
2. Discussing About The Drugs And Society.
3. Trace Out The Drug Trafficking Methods In India.
4. Analyze The Social Legal Aspect In This Context.
5. Trace Out The Legal Acts For Controlling Illegal Drugs.
6. Policy Conclusions And Suggestions.

II. METHODOLOGY

This Research Paper Is Based On Secondary Data Review Studies From Various Pin Pointed Studies.

I. Socio Legal Aspects Of Drug Trafficking:

Students, Stimulants And Other Illicit Drugs:-While Not As Popular Or Prevalent As Alcohol Or Marijuana, Party Or Club Drugs Like Cocaine, Heroin, Ecstasy And Lsd Still Have A Place On College Campus As Well. Casa Reports That Between 1993 And 2005. Illegal Drug Use Including Heroin And Cocaine Increased 52 Percent Ecstasy Is One Of The More Popular Club Or Rave” Drugs. It’s A Stimulant And Hallucinogenic Derivative Of Methamphetamine, A Monitoring The Future Study Found That 12.7 Percent Of College Students Had Used Ecstasy At Least Once In Their Lives. These Drugs Alter Mood And Enhance Sensation Acting As Stimulants Or Uppers, And Some As Hallucinogens.
Just Like The Other Drugs, However, These Drugs Carry Some Heavy Short And Long Term Side Effects And Risk Factors. Ecstasy Is Often Used To Increase Pleasure And Can Lead To Risky Sexual Behavior Cocaine And Heroin Are Highly Addictive And Increase Heart And Blood Pressure Putting Users At High Risk For Fatal Over Doses. These Drugs Alter Brain Chemistry And Can Bring About Severe Withdrawal Symptoms. Poly-Drug Use Or The Use Of More Than One Drug At A Time Is Common Among College Students Especially At The Party Or Club Scene And Increase All Of The Risk Factors.


III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:


This Annual Report Covers All The Trends In The Field Of Drug Abuse, Prevention, Drug Law Enforcement And Coordination During The Calendar Year 2015. Narcotics Control Bureau, Since Its Inception In 1986, Is Discharging Its Functions As The National Nodal Agency & Acting As A Repository And Reference Point For All Data Relating To The Enforcement Of Drug Laws In India. The Bureau Assesses & Analyzes The Emerging Trends & Challenges In Drug Abuse And Illicit Trafficking For An Effective Prevention & Enforcement Regime Within The Country. Bureau Is Committed To Sustained Efforts For Capacity Building & Training Of Agencies Involved In Enforcing The Drug Laws. The Bureau Lays Special Emphasis On Its Mandate Of Coordination With Both National And International Organizations & Creating Synergy Amongst All Stakeholders.

Trafficking Of Narcotics By Terrorist Groups As A Quid Pro Quo For The Funds Which Are Utilized To Create Terror In The Form Of Assassination, Extortion, Hijacking, Bombing, Kidnapping And The General Disruption Of The Government To Divert Attention From Illicit Drug Operations Can Be Described As “Narco-Terrorism”. In Other Words, Narco-Terrorism Is “Terrorism Conducted To Further The Aims Of Drug Traffickers”. Narco Traffic Which Was Started As An Organized Cross Border Crime Has Now Emerged As A Global Threat Because Of Its Diabolic Alliance With Terrorist Groups. Considering India To Be A Transit Hub As Well As A Destination For Drug Trafficking, The Emphasis Has Been Largely On Ensuring The Security Of The Borders By Preventing The Easy Ingress And Egress Of The Drug Trafficker Along With Their Consignments Through The Borders. In This Respect, The Most Important Measure Undertaken By India Was The Construction Of Border Fences. Border Fences Were Erected First Along The Borders With Pakistan. This Process Began In The Mid-1980s, When Large Numbers Of Terrorists As Well As Huge Quantities Of Drug From Pakistan Began To Enter India. In Later Years, Fences Were Built Along The India- Bangladesh Border In Order To Prevent Illegal Migration. These Fences Also Acted As A Barrier To The Free Movement Of Drug Traffickers. The Positive Feature Of The Construction Of Such Fences Is That It Has Reduced The Inflow Of Drugs From Across The Borders.
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This Report Focuses On [""] Social Determinants Of Drug Use, And Structural Interventions To Address Those Social Determinants. It Draws Upon Recent Research On The Social Epidemiology Of Health. The Report Incorporates A Developmental Perspective, Noting That The Influence Of The Environment Is Important And Cumulative Across The Life Course Of Individuals. Given The Broad Scope Of This Report, The Authors Adopted A Methodological Approach


"Take No Prisoners," A [""] Slogan Of Wars Ruthlessly Fought, Has As Its Equivalent In The War On Drugs Launched And Conducted By The Reagan And Bush Administrations, "Make Them All Prisoners." American Prison And Jail Populations Tripled Between 1980 And 1993,1 Primarily Due To Increased Numbers Of Drug Convictions2 And Longer Sentences For Drug Offenders.3 These Patterns, The Intended Effects Of Recent Drug Policies, Might Have Been Justifiable If There Had Been Grounds When The War Was First Launched In 1988 And 1989 For Believing That Drug Use Was Increasing

Or That Tougher Penalties Would Reduce Drug Trafficking. To The Contrary, Drug Use In America Had Been Declining Since The Early 1980s,4 And There Existed No Plausible Grounds For Believing That Increased Penalties Would Reduce Drug Trafficking. The War On Drugs Included Law Enforcement, Treatment, And Educational Components, But The White House Office Of National Drug Control Policy ("Ondep") Loudly Proclaimed That Emphasis Should Be Given To Law Enforcement. One Sign Of The Law Enforcement Emphasis Was An Ondep Insistence, Year After Year, That Federal Funding Be Split 70-30 In Favor Of Law Enforcement Over Other Programs.5 Another Sign Was Its Persistent Refusal To Accept A "Treatment On Demand" Approach To Drug Treatment Even When It Was Known That Tens Of Thousands Of Drug Users In Cities Wanted But Could Not Gain Admission To Treatment Programs.

[""] Current Theories Of Drug Addiction Tend To Be Moralistic Rather Than Scientific. Any Satisfactory Theory Must Attempt To Account For The Fact That The Repeated Administration Of Opiates Sometimes Is Followed By Addiction And Sometimes Is Not. The Factor Which Accounts For This Differential Effect Appears To Be The Person's Knowledge Or Belief, Supplied Him By His Cultural Milieu, Concerning The Nature Of The Distress That Accompanies The Sudden Cessation Of The Opiate. If He Fails To Realize The Connection Between This Distress And The Opiate He Escapes Addiction, Whereas If He Attributes The Discomfort To The Opiate And Thereafter Uses The Opiate To Alleviate It He Invariably Becomes Addicted. Addiction Is Generated In The Process Of Using The Drug Consciously To Alleviate Withdrawal Distress. No Exceptions To This Theory Could Be Found. It Is Confirmed By Analysis Of Certain Aspects Of Addict Arget And By The Consideration Of Certain Types Of Crucial Cases. The Theory Provides A Simple Means Of Accounting For Many Aspects Of The Habit. It Is Methodologically Significant In That It Is Based Upon Case Data And Is At The Same Time Universal In Form And Subject To Definite Verification Or Disproof.

**IV. THE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT OF DRUG TRAFFICKING**

Many Studies Have Been Done Of The Drug Phenomenon But Governments Have Focused On The Dangers It Posed To Health Or On Stamping It Out. In 1996 Unesco’s Management Of Social Transformation Programmed (Most) Launched A Research Project To Study The Economic And Social Transformations
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Connected To International Drug Trafficking. It Was Started And Supervised By The Late Anthropologist Christian Jeffrey (Who Died In 2001) China Expert Guilhem Fabre And Economist Michel Schiray And Carried Out By A Team Of Sociologists, Ethnologists, Anthropologists, And Economists, With Support From The UN Office For Drug Control And Crime Prevention.

The Political Influence Of Criminal Networks Seen Locally But Also At Regional And National Level, Obviously Poses The Question Of The Gap Between The Law On Paper And Its Enforcement. Only The Small Time Traffickers Seem To Be Targeted By The Police Who, Along With The Courts, Seem Unable To Move Against Certain Political And Economic Interests. This Happens To Such An Extent That It Sometimes Threatens The Whole Legitimacy Of Such Institutions. Situations Where The Rule Of Law Is Prevented, With Summary Executions By Police Under Cover Of Arrests That Supposedly Go Wrong, Do Not Auger Well For The Future Of Such Societies.

The Report Also Says, “If The Illegal Traffic Of Drugs Represents Only A Small Percentage Of Economic Activity In Comparison To The Formal Legal Economy, Nevertheless The Money Laundering Of The Profits From The Totality Of The Illegal Activities Controlled By The Criminal Networks Can Have An Effect On Financial Crises.

Before It Ends Up On Banks Drug Money Can Travel Different Routes Through The Coffee Trade For Example, The Film Industry Or Trade In Gold Or Precious Stones Depending On The Country. This Link Between Criminal Networks And National Economies Can No Longer Be Ignored, Either At National Or International Level, By Authorities In Charge Of Working Out How Best To Fight Drug Trafficking. And Other Studies Like The Present One Are Clearly Needed.

V. DRUG TRAFFICKING OFFENCES ACT:


Experts Say That There Is Nexus Between Drug Traffickers Of India And That Of Other Countries Such As Afghanistan, Malaysia, And Burma. Hence Tough Laws Are Needed To Deal With Drug Dealers.

When The Ndp Act Was Enacted In 1985, It Did Not Stipulate Death Penalty. It Was Only In 1989 That The Act Was Amended And The Provision Of Death Penalty (Mandatory For A Repeated Offence) Instead Because Of The Increasing Number Of Cases Says Ncb Officialsin Chandigarh.

Legal Provisions:

“Drug Trafficking Offence” Means

a) An Offence Under Section 5 (3) Or 6 (3) Or 7 (3) Of The Drugs. (Prevention Of Misuse) Act (Importation And Exportation, Production, Supply And Possession For Supply Of Controlled Drugs).

b) An Offence Under Section 21 Of That Act (Assisting In Or Inducing Commission Outside Montserrat Of Offence Punishable Under A Corresponding Law).

c) An Offence Under The Customs (Control And Management) Act Relating To Improper Importation Or Exportation Of Controlled Drugs.

d) An Offence Under Section 21 Of This Act.


f) An Offence Of Attempting To Commit Any Of Those Offences Whether Under Section 20 Of The Drugs (Prevention Of Misuse) Act Or At Common Law, (Inserted By Act 3 Of 2004),

g) An Offence Under Section 2001 The Drugs (Prevention Of Misuse) Act (Attempting To Commit Any Offences)

1.1. The Narcotic Drugs And Psychotropic Substances Act 1985:

The Statutory Control Over Narcotic Drugs Was Being Exercised Under The Opium Act 1857, The Opium Act 1878 And The Dangerous Act, 1930. The Provisions Of These Enactments Were Found To Be Inadequate Because Of The Passage Of Time And Developments In The Field Of Illicit Drug Traffic And Drug Abuse At National And International Level To Consolidate And To Amend The Existing Laws Relating To Narcotic Drugs A Comprehensive Legislation Was Considered To Be Necessary. Accordingly The Narcotic Drugs And Psychotropic Substances Bill Was Introduced In The Parliament.

The Scheme Of Penalties Under The Present Acts Is Not Sufficiently Deterrent To Meet The Challenges Of Well Organized Gangs Of Smugglers, The Dangerous Drugs Act, 1930 Provides For A
Maximum Term Of Imprisonment Of 3 Years With Or Without Five And 4 Years Imprisonment With Or Without Five For Repeat Defenses Further No Minimum Punishment Is Prescribed In The Present Laws, As A Result With Drug Traffickers Have Been Some Times Let Off By The Few Years Been Increasingly Facing The Problem Of Transit Traffic Of Drugs Coming Mainly From Some Of Our Neighboring Countries And Destined Mainly To Western Countries.

The Narcotic Drugs And Psychotropic Substances Act 1985, Commonly Referred To As The Ndp's Act, Is An Act Of The Parliament Of India That Prohibits A Person To Produce/Manufacture Cultivate, Possess, Sell, Purchase, Transport, Store, And / Or Consume Any Narcotic Drug Or Psychotropic Substance, The Narcotic Drugs And Psychotropic Substances Bill 1985 Was Introduced In The Loksabha On 23rd August 1985. It Was Passed By Both The Houses Of Parliament Received Assent From Then President Giani Zail Singh On 16th September 1985, And Came Into Force On 14th November 1985. The Ndp's Act Has Since Been Amended Thrice In 1988, 2001and 2014. The Act Extends To The Whole Of India And It Applies Also To All Indian Citizens Outside And To All Persons On Ships And Aircraft Registered In India.

1.2. Punishment For Possession Of Illegal Drugs:

The Ndps Act Appeared To Conceive Strict Punishments For Drug Trafficking To Expand Implementation Powers, Implement International Convention That India Is Associated With And To Direct Psychotropic Substances. A Predominantly Reformatory Statute, Ndps Furnishes The Regulation Of Drugs. It Expresses That Capital Punishment Can Be Granted As A Form Of Punishment Under The Act. The 2014 Amendment Held That The Decision To Grant Capital Punishment Lies At The Discretion Of The Court And Rather Stipulates 30 Years Of Detainment As A Substitute.

With A Specific And Goal To Supplement The Ndps Act, The Prevention Of Illicit Trafficking In Narcotic Drug And Psychotropic Substances Act Came In To Existence In 1988. It Contains Provisions Relating To The Preventive Detention Of Any And Each Person Who Is Associated With Or Accused Of Drug Trafficking. The Worry For Combating Drug Trafficking Magnifies Once The Judiciary Started To Rely On Article 47 Of The Indian Constitution Which Endorses The Restriction On The Utilization Of Drugs And Directs The State To Endeavor To Decrease And Abolish The Utilization Of Drugs, With The Exception Of When It Is Utilized For Scientific Purposes. The Present Legislation Covers Three Classes Of Substances, Which Are Psychotropic Substances (Lsd, Amphetamines Mdma, Methamphetamine) Narcotic Drugs (Poppy Straw Coca Leaf, Cannabis, And Opium) And Controlled Substances (Utilized For The Production Of Any Psychotropic Substance Or The Narcotic Drug).

Punishment For Offences: Ndps Act Considers Drug Offenses As Very Grave And Serious In Nature And So, Punishments For Then Is Very Stiff Offenses Under This Act Are Cognizable And Non-Bailable. The Quantum Of Sentence And Five Differ With The Offence For Most Of The Offences, The Punishment Relies Up On The Quantity Of Drug Included Little Amount. More Than Little However Of As Much As The Business Amount Or Business Amount Of Drugs. Commercial And Small Amounts Are Notified For Each Drug.


VI. CONCLUSIONS

1. Mumbai Is Considered To Be The Major Drug Trafficking Center In India. Terrorism Becomes Even More Divesting When It Is Combined With Illicit Drug Trafficking, Illicit Drug Trade Forms The Main Funding Sources Of The Terrorist Groups.

2. In India Production Of Illicit Opium Is Permitted For Medicinal And Scientific Purposes It Is Mainly Grown The 3 States, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan And Madhya Pradesh, Subject To Governments Strict Licensing Supervision And Control. Tami Nadu, Kerala And Andhra Pradesh Are Centres Cannabis Related Drugs, While In Northern States Like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar And Madhya Pradesh Poppy (From Which Opium Is Derived) Is Cultivated.

3. International Drug Traffickers As Well As Large Scale Local Drug Leaders Are Mostly Unscrupulous Criminals. Aiming The Huge Profits From Drugs, They Are Able To Use Of Technology Available Regardless Of The Cost, To Avoid Police Interference, Law Enforcement Agencies Behind The Preparatory In Upgrading Their Technology. Though There Has Not Been Alarming Escalations In The Supply Of Drugs In The Country In The Last Decade, Most Of The Terrorist Attacks Are Connected With The Illicit Drug Traffickers Illegal Drug Business Is Having Three Sides, Production, Trafficking And Consumption.
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SUGGESTIONS:

a) In View Of The Continued The Narcotic And Psychotropic Substances In India, The Government Should Take Initiative To Investigate All Cases Of Diversion And Attempted Diversion, In Order To Identity The New Trends, To Detect Such Crimes And To Arrest The Traffickers Involved.


d) Government May Adopt Effecting Means For Example By Providing Legitimate Sources Question. In Addition To Intensifying Law Enforcement Action. Government Must Be Alert Against The Danger Of Illicit Production Of Opium And Its Diversion.
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